Backport21 - Backport #10597

Backport 48765 into ruby 2.1

12/14/2014 06:58 PM - frobichaud (Franics Robichaud)

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee:

Description
r48765 in ruby-trunk is closed, verified and confirmed to be a valid fix for ruby 2.1, please backport it.

History

#1 - 12/30/2014 02:31 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
- Status changed from Open to Assigned

Thank you for your request.

I confirm #10511 was degradation introduced by backporting r46419 (at r47009).

r48596 and r48765 should be backported, but they are changes at somewhat delicate part of MRI. I'll handle this after asking ko1 and nobu about this changesets.

Anyway, thanks again!

#2 - 01/22/2015 11:21 AM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)

I asked ko1 about this issue. The changesets about #10511 introduce binary incompatibility. They change memory layout of rb_thread_t. I'll investigate more details to find the way to reorder structure members to reduce binary incompatibility.

#3 - 07/15/2019 05:08 PM - jeremyevans0 (Jeremy Evans)
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed